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13 Degrees Aries

The Angels of Knowledge
and
Assistance
Also known as

The Angels
of

Opilon
Beloved,

Whenever there is need of assistance of any kind,
or there is a need for knowledge of any kind,
especially concerning any type of physical science ,
we stand ready to give inspiration that results
in flowing emotions of supreme divine happiness for all
.

Divine impulses of Cosmic Love to transmute physical
reality,
activate groups of angels to help the Children of Light
overcome obstacles,
and create flowing emotions of divine supreme
happiness.
We function not only as a source of general knowledge,
we also assist in any other way that is needed.

Here is one of our stories:

THE ALOX TRANSMUTATION

Once upon a time a gifted teenager named
Felicia
decided to leave behind conventional
education and conformity.

She felt inspired to study metaphysics and
Ancient Wisdom instead.
This decision had come after many years of the most
careful thought and self reflection.

She realized that she must heal emotional
trauma and invalidation from her childhood .

It was only after her mother died
unexpectedly when she was eighteen
when it hit home deeply inside,
that Felicia realized
just how hopeless and senseless it is to
live life trying to please other people,
who themselves are unhappy,
instead of following the still inner voice
within.
She had blamed herself for her mother's

unhappiness for years,
always doing everything in her power to bring
peace and harmony into the family circle.
After years of trying, she realized that her
mother's happiness
could have never come from anything
that Felicia did or did not do,
it was something deeper than that,
something deeper within the mysteries of her
own mother's subconsciousness.
She felt sorrow for her mother's troubled life,
but she no longer blamed herself, nor felt
personally responsible,
for her mother's unhappiness.
With this amazing breakthrough, she was set
free.
She suddenly and deeply opened up to the
vast source of life
pulsing within her without self criticism and
fear.

She turned her attention within
and for the first time in a long long time,
free from her own mother's relentless
criticism and control,

realized how wonderful and magical life
really is .

She knew that each breath, each moment,
is a gift that must be used very carefully.
She made up her mind.

Every day was to be devoted to her search
for deeper meaning,
every day she would search her heart for
the answers.
No more would she seek approval of
others.

The most important task she had now
was to seek approval from her self.
This was major.
She reflected on different events in the
past that had led to this new beginning.
She remembered that she had been gifted
in most of her studies in school,

but had had a particularly hard time
understanding geometry and math.

Her grades in this subject were dismal.

Instead of her mother reassuring her and
building her confidence on this matter,
congratulating her for her good grades in
other subjects,
her mother had focused on her failure in
geometry.
Before long, the whole family, and others
at the country club,
heard moans of criticsm from her own
mother about how inept she was.
She was so embarrassed that she was
afraid
to even show her face at the swimming
pool anymore.

So she studied psychology,
and finally realized that her mother was
narcissistic.
Her mother had come from a childhood
where she was valued
for socially correct impressions she made
on others,
rather than being valued, recognized, and
validated for her own unique authentic
self.
So her mother had passed this on to her
own children.

This in-authenticity, this impression
management,
was nearly impossible for any child to
understand.
It was so relentless, so filled with fear of
other people's approval.
She grew up thinking that her real
authentic self was unacceptable,
and even invisible to others.

So she had learned to suppress her truth.

This constant pressure to manage other
people's view of her,
out of fear of rejection
had upset her deep inside to such an
extent
that she often battled low self esteem and
depression.
She finally realized that her math
teachers
had not presented geometry to her in a way
that revealed geometry's deeper meanings.
If they had done so,
she would have been able to excel even in
this science .

She learned this fact one day at the ocean.
It was the day she had a near death
experience,
and went up into a beautiful mandala of
light.
She saw how higher consciousness and
emotion shaped light waves
and particles into precise geometrical
forms.

After she returned to her body she wrote it
all down,
thankful that finally she had a much better
understanding
of what math and geometry were actually
about.
She wished that schools would teach
children
the bigger pictures that link physical
science
with spiritual sources of physical

manifestations.

Then Felicia accidentally
stumbled upon a book on sacred
geometry.

A whole new world of learning opened up to
her.

As usual, true to form, her mother did not
understand and was absolutely alarmed.
Why was her daughter was not acting like
other girls?

Why was Felicia studying these strange books?

Why on earth, her mother mused, didn't
she try out for the cheerleading team,
or join some other extracurricular activities,
and date like everyone else?

That was when her mother passed away
suddenly.
This is what happened.

No longer having to respond to her
mother's upsetness at home each day,
she decided she could finally embark full
time in serious studies on her own,
tracking down books and teachers that
revealed the meanings behind the
meanings,
the truths behind the truths.

So she became a spiritual
seeker,
finding esoteric books and
studying with authors and
workshop leaders.
On a strange three year journey near
Machu Pichu in Peru,
she was adopted by a small village of
advanced shamen
who helped her more deeply face and heal
her heart,
transmuting what was left of an internal
abyss of emotional numbness

with deep flowing divine love .

They helped her access and heal intensely
painful wounded emotions
that went all the way back to conception
through early childhood,
and all the way through her whole life until
the present.

She clearly saw how she had taken on karma
that went back through her ancestors,
and rejoiced as she realized that she
was helping to bring healing to them all in the
dreamtime.

Thank goodness for these shamen!
Thank goodness for the ancient ways of recapitulation, of
clearing the slate, of finding truth and peace within.

Deep cellular memories opened
and her emotional healing all the way back to the time of
her conception was the final key breakthrough.

Her DNA opened up.

She experienced the joys of profound
transmutation.
The kind and patient shamen taught her that
just as our bodies are over eighty percent
water,
so is life about eighty percent emotions.

When we learn how to heal our tangible
feelings of emotions within the body

with unconditional love
and stay in flowing happiness,
solutions are easily found to whatever
problems life offers in self and others .
Back in America
, with money from her inheritance, she

found and purchased
a quaint antique mountain cabin high on a
ridge overlooking a beautiful valley.
She had been there a little over two years,
making the cabin and surrounding land
self sufficient,
when she found herself fighting a spiritual
battle similar to what many children of the
light
were facing at the time.

She was up against a giant corporation, a
dragon of ignorance and self-interest,
that was threatening the existence of the
town down in the valley.
This greedy insensitive corporation was
reeling out of control, and unless
somebody stopped them,
the long term fate of the town's
underground fresh water aquifer
and rivers would be sealed in a doom of
toxic waste.
She knew a lot about how to turn reality
around

through the power of cognition brought
about by Love Divine.
She knew about the other divine virtues of
the cosmic language.
In this situation, however, she would have
to face reporters and testify in court.
Now her lack of credentials from the
formal education that she had rejected
haunted her.
Calling on Angels of 'Bialode ', she
accessed omnipotent divine powers of the
sun.

With the help of the heavenly hosts, she
attuned to omnipotent divine will and
flowing feelings
of The Highest Good of all concerned.
She asked Angels of Opilon for help, and
the week before court they
guided her to an article on natural water
detoxification systems

being used in Jarna Switzerland.
Then they led her to see a late night talk
show interview with an owner of
a new environmentally safe technology

that converted waste-sludge into building
materials of superior quality,
fire, water, and bug resistance.
This was done by converting cellulose in
the sludge, making wood-like products.
The only byproduct was completely
purified water.
Test showed that this process bound even
mercury into a harmless form.
Felicia now had technical answers that
would turn the situation around
into a win/win for everyone,
including the corporation and
shareholders.
When she walked into the courtroom, it
was with great joy and confidence.
In the courtroom she visualized and
meditated on divine virtues of the Angels
of Opilon.

She envisioned the deep orange light of
cognition brought about by Love Divine
energizing the courtroom with Divine
Perception.
She visualized people recognizing
underlying Divine Reality,
cutting through illusions of imperfection.
Flowing with feelings of omnipresent
Divine Being in everything that she looked
upon,
she inwardly intoned the letter umlaut O to
musical notes of D-sharp.
With each in and out breath the radiance
of this awareness
flowed into and out from her through the
pores of the skin over her ovaries.
She now focused on the ultramarine blue
light of justice and harmony,
flowing in ecstasy as she visualized
success and satisfaction for all concerned.
Next she visualized the dark grey light of
divine longing for spiritual perfection

shining from another tiny sun in her leg
and flowed with feelings of searching for
unity with Divine Light.
She hummed softly the sound of letter P to
musical notes of B.
She dissolved the grey light in her body,
and keeping the rhythm of her breath
natural,
she imagined a light opal color shining
from a tiny sun also in the leg region,
because it too was an earth element virtue.
Her breath permeated the inner and outer
space of everyone there
with the understanding of Cause and
Effect and Karma.
The musical note of G she imagined
ringing everywhere
as sensations of weight became more
intense with her focus and concentration.
The light changed to a deep glowing olive
green shining from a
tiny sun in her lungs, and in her inner
vision she imagined the majesty and
splendor of Divine Being filling everything
with wonderful feelings

of awe and true spiritual morality and
vitality.
With sensations of ease she intoned the
letter L to the musical note of F.
Dissolving the olive green light, she then
imagined
the deep orange light of cognition brought
about by love divine
and then the ultramarine blue light of
divine justice and harmony.
Finally she dissolved the ultramarine blue
light and visualized the deep red light

of flowing feelings of supreme happiness
shining from a tiny sun in the abdomen
seen as a hollow space.
She was flowing with feelings of delight
and of rapture.
The courtroom was aglow with lights from
these meditations

and from lights from the meditations of
the heavenly hosts,
and the highest selves of all concerned.
The courtroom was full of people having
goose bumps and chills.
After asking that the air conditioner be
turned down, the judge looked directly at
her.
He felt an urge to have her speak on behalf
of the townspeople.

Standing straight and tall, she completely
surrendered herself to the Angels of
Opilon,

entrusting them to inspire her with exact
scientific explanations
to convince everyone to take the right
course of action.

The most amazing explosion of
divine love
she had ever felt coursed
through her.

Her eyes saw everything even more
clearly, on all levels, through this love.
Even more profoundly she realized the
perfection of how Divine Love
was creating new realities of beauty
through every detail and person involved in
this situation.
She knew, beyond a shadow of a doubt,
that divine happiness ruled supreme,
and that the answers to every seeming
problem would be absolutely obvious to
one and all.

Breathing out, and becoming completely
receptive to inner guidance, and then
breathing in,
she ever more deeply opened her self to
their influence.
The beautiful Angels of Opilon flooded her
with pure genius
concerning the physical sciences involved.
The people would easily understand her
simple explanations.
The watched herself give a calm,
authoritative and humorous presentation
that brought home every point.
Then suddenly, a bolt of inspiration filled
her,
and she felt a sudden impulse to become
very animated.

She turned suddenly and looked at the jury,
and wagged her finger at them.

She painted a picture of what would
happen if they didnt make the right
decisions.
She rattled off flurries of anecdotes about
deformed children, dying cattle and sick
chickens.
She was inspired to look quickly around
the room, making eye contact with various
people,
explaining the futility of outdated
scrubbers, tanks, and harmful chemical
detoxification techniques.
She contrasted that with glorious visions
of vast beautiful water gardens
functioning as settling ponds, used with
specially shaped attractive waterforms,
that spin water molecules so that the
molecules of water became self-cleaning.

She taught them about water surface
tension, the Fibonacci spiral,

and many other details that the Angels of
Opilon inspired her to say.
She outlined how huge profits from
tourism would come from the large water
gardens.
She described extremely valuable good
publicity from environmental
organizations.
She thrilled them with visions of the
beauty of the wildlife habitat that the
water gardens would provide.

She painted pictures of rich corporate
subsidiaries producing and selling
vastly superior building materials made
from the cellulose by-products
of the new sludge cleaning technology.
They saw that the right science was here, it
was tested, it was cost effective, and it was
verifiable.

The corporation would be seen as
national heroes.
When she finished, there was complete
and utter silence in the courtroom.
The people were in awe.

She had them in the palm of her hand.

Even corporate counsel sat in a stunned
daze as he realized the enormity
of the profits that could be made.
"And so, your Honor," she summed up,"

I respectfully request
that Alox Corporation install and
implement
this new generation of toxic waste removal
systems.

My figures show an increase of its profits
by as much as three thousand percent
over the next period of six years,
compared to other methods which would
cut into its profits and probably bankrupt
it,
once litigation and liability for
environmental damage are figured in
during this same time period.
This move will bring the most justice to the
corporation and those it serves and
effectively prevent further contamination
of the river and the water table."
"And," she added, "I request that a panel
be empowered by the court, and
funded by the company,
to do a formal published study that
outlines a similar course of action
to be taken by every other water polluting
industry in the state."
The next week the astounding news was
out.
It was reported that the Alox Corporation
was leading the entire state into exciting
new paradigms
of environmental and social responsibility,
business profitability and vision.
Alox flipped from being seen as the bad
guys to the good guys.
The employees were tired of not feeling
good, of having to lie and manipulate,
and the new good feelings of being socially
responsible
led to a spiritual renewal of nearly
everyone in the company.
Their stock soared.
The irony was exquisite.

Alox had technically LOST their case,
forced to do the right thing.
It was wonderful that they had also lost

their reasons and willingness
to pit themselves against the welfare of
the people who formed their customer
base.
It was an irony that did not go unobserved.
Felicia had won the case and won for them
as well. Everyone had won.
The townspeople and the corporate people
were both happy with the outcome.
Win/win, the highest good of all
concerned

had manifested through divine impulse to
create a new reality of Divine Love.
Hundreds of acres of lush beautiful water
gardens filled with
beautiful wildlife.
This had the predicted invigorating effect
on the local tourist industry.
New Mom and Pop restaurants sprung up,
bed and breakfasts signs sprouted
everywhere,
and quaint retail stores created a colorful
festival atmosphere.
Environmentalists were jubilant.
Documentaries were made.
Prosperity blessed the valley.
The Business Weekly published a brilliant
analysis of the situation that
was so favorable that other corporations
and municipalities soon followed suit.
With the combination of the new
technologies to turn sludge into building
materials and the natural cleansing
properties of waterforms, wetlands and
vegetation; groundwater and river
contamination became a thing of the past.
Felicia carefully faded from sight as soon
as possible.

She was a private person, glad to get out of
the public eye,
back in her home up in the mountains.

On beloved walks in her forests
she continued to write down
brilliant
scientific insights from the
Angels of Opilon , which were
published from
time to time under another
name in a prestigious
international journal.
Her insights led to beneficial
changes

that blessed many people and
animals all over the world.

MIRACLES
*******

The divine virtues of the letters in our name clearly
describe us.

Opilon
umlaut O, eu

We embody cognition brought about by Love Divine, which
transmutes everything seen into its perfect Divine
expression, bringing justice and harmony, O.
P
Our purpose is to fulfill the longing for spiritual
perfection.
I
We teach and inspire the mastery of Cause and Effect to
manifest
L..
true spiritual morality and vitality of the majesty and
splendor of all
the Divine Virtues taken together.
umlaut O, eu and O
In this way seeing through the eyes of love awakens
the divine laws of harmony and justice bring success and
satisfaction to all,
N
so that flowing feelings of Divine Supreme Happiness
attracts Heaven on Earth.
The melody of our name is D-sharp, C, B, G, F, D-sharp, C,
and A.
MIRACLES

Note: For information on the above waterform and wetland
technology, contact
the sanitation department of Jarna Switzerland.
For information on converting sludge to building
materials, email the patent owner: Gwen Wagner at

gwenwagner@aol.com

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common
precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the
zone girdling the earth,

and the angels who work with him or her.

The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced
from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE
KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory
book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from
notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

How to download free angel music for deep brainwave
harmony on website www.spiritussanctus.com
This m usic has been tested by sound ther apy exper ts and is 100% effective for r elaxation
and flow..

On the homepage of website, www.spiritussanctus.com,
click on the button at the top menu called SHARE MY WORK.
A window will drop down.
Click on Downloads.
A page will open where there are LOTS of downloads to
choose from.
That should do it.
Thanks for sharing this music.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.

